
Coalition of Cambodia 
Apparel Workers Democratic 

Union ( C.CAWDU)
Background: 
C.CAWDU was established in the year 2000 with the 
support of Labor NGO’s call Cambodia Labor 
Organization ( CLO), in the purpose of defending the 
right of the garment workers and promote better 
working condition. Currently C.CAWDU have more 
than 50 thousands members from one city and three 
provinces.
C.CAWDU affiliated with Cambodia Labor 
Confederation ( CLC) and affiliated with ITGLWF. 



Brief history of garment sector and wage

 The first garment producing factory in Cambodia 
started in 1994, located mainly in the capital city 
called Phnom Penh. This is very exiting for 
Cambodia people and workers themselves because 
at least they can find the job in order to make the 
living for their family. This garment sector exist base 
on the multi-fiber agreement( MFA) and Cambodia 
had special offer from the USA which called the 
quota system in relation with Cambodia & US 
agreement included some condition such as 
freedom of association, promote decent working 
condition for worker and the right to collective 
bargaining agreement.



 In connection to decent work and freedom of 
association condition Cambodia have ILO 
monitoring program and Cambodian Better Factory 
Program ( BFC) that all the main buyers who order 
in Cambodia reflecting this report and this is the 
unique program for Cambodia which the other 
country in the region wanted to use as a sample for 
their country.



 Wage:
1994-1999
- Garment workers received between $20 to $35 base 

on daily pay which worker get between $1 to $1.20 
per day so they have to work long hours around 10 
hours per day to 14 hours a day and almost every 
Sunday. So their working hours started from 7:00 
AM till 22:00 PM. At that moment hardly talk about 
freedom of association or I can call it as struggle 
period of democratic labor movement that tried to 
born in the young democratic country.

2000-2005
- Garment sector had the first minimum wage which 

issued by Labor Advisory Committee ( LAC ) so 
workers received between $40 to $50 a months. 



Why we don’t agree?
 Base on labor law article 104 and 107
- Article 104: The wage must be at least equal to the 

guaranteed minimum wage ; the is, it must ensure every 
worker of a decent standard of living compatible with human 
dignity.

- Article 107:
point number 3: Element to take into consideration for
determining the minimum wage shall include, to the extend 

possibility
a) the need of workers and their families in relation to the general 

level of salary in the country, the cost of living, social security 
allowance and the comparative standard of living of the other 
social group

b) Economic factors, including the requirement of the economic 
development, productivity, and the advantages of achieving 
and maintaining a high level of employment.



 Wage:
2005-2007
- Government provided additional subsidies which 

called living allowance $6 dollars per month to all 
workers.

- July 08, 2010
- LAC decided to increase $5 and included the 

existing $6 living allowance into minimum wage 
amount, so it became $61 per months.

- The decision making supported by GMAC, 
government and some union, but C.CAWDU and 
NIFTUC didn’t agree. This decision make maybe 
base on macro-economic and political issue.



Why we don’t agree?
 Base on reality of the workers:
- This is where they are working now:



Why we don’t agree?
- This is where they are eating now:



Why we don’t agree?
- This is where they are eating now:



Why we don’t agree?
- Could you please imagine where they are sleeping ?

- What kind of hospital, drug store, clinic they go when 
they get sick and what kind of medicine they take 
because accommodation and health care is a way far 
more expensive than food?????

 Base on academic research:
- Minimum wage shall be $75 per month
- Living wage shall $93 per month



C.CAWDU and NIFTUC struggle
- C.CAWDU and NIFTUC had proposed to the
government and employer to re-determining minimum
wage and start negotiate collective bargain at the 
sectoral level with the union in the good faith.
- No positive respond from government and employers
- July 25,2010 C.CAWDU and NIFTUC organized 

public forum which aims to listen to workers about 
the new minimum wage that decided by LAC, but the 
workers didn’t agreed so they we decided to go on 
strike if we don’t positive re-action.

- August 18, C.CAWDU, NIFTUC AND CLC gave 
strike notice to GMAC and Ministry of labor.



C.CAWDU and NIFTUC struggle

- September 06, 2010 GMAC agree to meet with
C.CAWDU and NIFTUC officially but they only told us 

that they can’t accept workers demand because this 
is prime minister comment, which no solution 

- September 13, 2010 C.CAWDU and NIFTUC started
the sectoral strike until September 17, 2010, we decided 

to stop because of the government intervention, after 
we stop the strike GMAC and employer used the 
court system to dismiss, suspend union leader and 
worker and also suit them with C.CAWDU leader to 
court claimed that this is illegal strike, there were 
around more than 4000 workers and striker leaders 
were suspended and fired with some involved with 
court case. 



C.CAWDU and NIFTUC struggle
- September 06, 2010 GMAC agree to meet with
C.CAWDU and NIFTUC officially but they only told us 

that they can’t accept workers demand because this 
is prime minister comment, which no solution 

- September 13, 2010 C.CAWDU and NIFTUC started
the sectoral strike until September 17, 2010. There are 

more 200 thousands workers participated in the 
strike action.



C.CAWDU and NIFTUC struggle
we decided to stop because of the government 
intervention, after we stop the strike, GMAC and 
employer used the court system to dismiss, suspend 
union leader and worker and also suit them with 
C.CAWDU leader to court claimed that this is illegal 
strike, there were around more than 4000 workers and 
striker leaders were suspended and fired with some 
involved with court case. 

- Until now there are 94 union leaders and suspended 
and sack due court order and 10 threaten with court 
case, with 683 workers, but when the court closed the 
case employer still not reinstate those suspended 
leaders and dismissed workers.



Government intervention
September 29, 2010

- Meeting with all stakeholder to find the solution, the 
result was all the part stop current action such as 
strike and court case, dismiss and suspend and enter 
the negotiation, but employer didn’t agree.

- Establish small working group to further work on the 
negotiation procedure, which 5 from employers, 5 
from the unions and 2 from governments.

- Currently employer didn’t agree to send their 
representative to the working yet



I belief that all invest company need high 
productivity and good quality of their product, might 
not cheap labor which below power line and wage 
that incompatible with human dignity.

Worker need decent living condition in order to 
continue produce high productivity and  good 
quality of the product.



Solution
Effective enforcement mechanism such as:

- social dialogue which base on mutual respect and 
reality of economic, productivity, worker need in 
compatible with human dignity

- Industry relation particularly the close relationship 
between worker and employer, but must not dominate 
on one another, through collective bargaining 
agreement.

- National and international law, political

- Look at the root problem of the each cases together 
and find the solution

- Look at broader aspect of the exiting capitalism, ideo
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